One Amazing Thing

What to do with a cheeky wallcovering of Her Majesty? Obviously Martyn Lawrence Bullard has some ideas.

Being a Brit—albeit an expat now—I have a certain patriotic attraction to this wallcovering. I always think you can have fun in powder rooms, where this print would be unexpected and fanciful. I also like the idea of using it on furniture: wallpapering the inside of a bookcase or decoupaging it onto a chest. The boldness of the design transcends, becoming more a work of art than anything else.

—as told to Kaith Menza

HM WALLPAPER, BY HUNT SLONEM FOR GROUNDOVER; SHOWN IN RED/BLUE; ALSO COMES IN SILVER/CHARCOAL AND RED/GOLD. AVAILABLE THROUGH A DESIGNER. LEBRAUK.COM